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everything in existence is enlightened…except man

because we think we have a special program

that we are beyond the species of birds and trees and animals

because we have degrees and classes and universities

we are special people

we are free to be stupid…

we do not know how to connect to nature

follow the way of nature and nature will guide you

i have never seen a fake river…

i have seen many fake gurus…

even my words are fake…

i cannot be as truthful and as honest as that flowing river… 

i just came from mexico

where we went to the most beautiful waterfall

the waterfall continuously reminded me of the truth

millions and millions and millions of drops of water 

cascading down the waterfall

each and every drop creating pure sound…a pure vibration…

not a single drop…not a single drop…was uttering a lie

millions of molecules of water rushing by

and you could hear the sound of aum…aum…aum…

pure vibration of truth

filling the air in such abundance

the master is present in that waterfall…

not a hint of a lie

whatever obstructed the water…

it simply flowed and flowed and flowed 

with no hesitation…a pure let go…

no complaints…no hurry…

just flowing in utter rhythm

and so many molecules of water flowing down that waterfall

the result is pure sound of bliss…

first connect to nature…

that is why i love lao tsu the most

no blah blah blah

no feeding your mind with information

but just showing you the way

sit under a tree…

become silent…

and the tree will show you the way

the human being is also a tree

your seed...roots…trunk…branches…flowering…fragrance…

you are a walking tree…

the greatest master in this world is a tree

you can live sixty years…seventy years…

trees can live three thousand to five thousand years

look at the wisdom of the trees !

when any master has become enlightened

he immediately rushes towards a tree

and connects to the tree

the tree secures his being of light…

about the word deprogramming…

i am not a therapist or deprogrammer

i am saying get out of any program

you do not need deprogramming

you simply get out of all programs…

and find your human heart

connect it to this beautiful world

and you have so many natural elements within you

you are a wild natural being

you have not been contaminated as yet

and you can easily connect to nature

connecting totally to nature is your enlightened presence

let me say it clearly…the trees are enlightened…
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